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Low-temperature therriial conductivity of sodium borate glasses
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The thermal conductivity of glassy (82Q3)0,99(NaqO)o ol and (8203)o 9o(Na&O)o &o has been measured
in the temperature range 0.3—15 K. %'e find a strong influence of the addition of Na20, as opposed
to the behavior of sihca glasses. In borate glasses there exists a strong decrease of conductivity with
soda content while the plateau gradually fades away.

In order to gain a better understanding of low-

temperature anomalies in amorphous materials, we have
measured the thermal conductivity of glassy
(8203)0.99(Na20)0 Oi and (8203)0 90(NACHO)0 io ill tlie telii-
perature range 0.3—15 K. The glassy system
(8203)„(Na20)i „ is interesting because addition of NazO
gradually changes the mainly planar short-range coordi-
nation of glassy BiOi to tetrahedral, with the percent
fraction N of boron atoms with fourfold bonding to oxy-
gen atoms given by

~here x is the sodium oxide molar contribution. '

Thermal transport is dominated in amorphous materi-
als by the scattering of phonons with two-level systems
(TLS's) at temperatures below approximately 1 K. This
gives rise to a nearly quadratic temperature dependence.
At slightly higher temperatures the conductivity E is usu-
ally very weakly temperature dependent and this region is
called the plateau.

Measurements were performed in a pumped He cryo-
stat. The measuring technique is the classical two-
thermometer procedure. The thermometers were two
microresistors from Cryocal which had been calibrated
against a Lake Shore germanium resistor with commercial
calibration. The samples were cut from the same blocks
as in Ref. 3 in approximate dimensions of 3X0.5X0.5
cm . We estimate an experimental accuracy, including
the measurement of the distance between thermometers,
to be around 5%.

Our results are displayed in Fig. 1 in a log-log plot.
The data from Stephens for pure glassy BiOi are also
represented for comparison.

Some features may be readily observed from the figure.
Both glasses show an approximately quadratic tempera-
ture dependence of K for T ~ 1 K. In the temperature re-
gion 1 K ~ T ~ 10 K a clear plateau is visible for
(820$ )o 99(NaiO)0 (}}but only a dependence with tempera-
ture weaker than T is visible for (Bq03)090(Na20)0 io.
This produces a crossover of the conductivities for these
glasses. Finally, E shows a high dependence on NEO
concentration. As compared with the data of Stephens,
addition of 1 mo1%, NazO does not have a readily observ-
able influence, but addition of 10 mo1% Na20 lowers E
for T ~ 3 K by a factor of —,

'
and enhances K for higher

temperatures.

The data have been fitted for T ~ 1 K to expressions of
the form

and we obtain p=3.3X10 Wm 'K ' for 1 mol%-
doped glass and p= 1.75 X 10 W m ' K ' for 10
mol% glass. Stephens obtains 3.5X10 Wm 'K
for pure BzO&. If we assume that our data and those of
Stephens are of the same order of precision, then a rough-
ly linear decrease of conductivity with increasing Na20
addition is obtained. The fits yield similar values,
5=1.95 and 1.96, for the T exponent.

%'e may compare our results with a recent, very com-
plete article on the low-temperature behavior of potassium
and sodium silicate glasses. While these authors obtain
for T & 2 K a thermal conductivity which is roughly in-
dependent of NazO or K2O concentration in SiO& glass,
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FIG. 1. Thermal conductivity of (8203}099(Na20)o ol (0) and

(B203)o9o(&a2O)0 Io (4) glasses. The dashed line represents the
thermal conductivity of pure glassy 8203 (Ref. 4). Solid lines
are plotted through the experimental points to make clearer the
crossover of conductivities.
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we obtain a quadratic coefficient which is very dependent
on NaqO concentration for 8203 glass. The behavior of
the plateau region is similar for both systems: Na20 in-
creases conductivity in this temperature range. %e ob-
tain, however, that K~T' for the 10 mol% glass,
which is a new feature in comparison with silicate glasses.

Finally, they propose a scaling between the phonon
mean free path and the glass transition temperature. This
scaling is based on a theoretical model of the glassy state
and on previous results on the specific heat of glasses.
Assuming that phonons carry the low-temperature heat
flux in glasses the thermal conductivity may be approxi-
mated as

E =1.36X10'OPT3[(1/VL, )i+2(1/Vr)~] W/mK, (3)

where 8 is the phonon mean free path and VL and Vz are
longitudinal and transverse sound velocities.

Using, as in Ref. 5, values of E at 0.2 K, which in our
case we have to extrapolate from -0.4 K, we obtain 10 i„,
using the velocity data of Ref. 9. The glass transition
temperatures T~ are obtained from the literature'0 to be
530 K for 1 mo1% glass and 630 K for 10 mol % glass.

With these data we obtain lo 2 K /Ts =5.4 for 1 mo1%
glass and 3.0 for 10 mol % glass in units of 10 ' m/K.

In Ref. 7 the values for silica glasses with NazO or KqO
concentrations between 0 and 30 mo1% range between 3
and 4. Therefore, 10 mol 'Fo sodium borate falls very well
in this scaling and 1 mol% glass deviates slightly.
Nevertheless, it may be stressed that the scaling seems to
us satisfactory if we account for the fact that glass tem-
perature ranges from about 1500 K for pure silica glass to
550 K for pure 8203, and that different thermal histories
and impurity content give slightly different figures.

It has been established" that the thermal conductivity
of amorphous germanium films in the temperature range
0.03—5 K is not correlated to impurity content but rather
that the scattering strength of the TLS is predominantly
associated with the average mass density.

In our case it is tempting to correlate the change in

thermal conductivity with the structural modification that
takes place with Na20 addition. In this glassy system the
boron coordination is changed by NazO from triangular to
tetrahedral, thus strengthening the structure. In Si02
glass, addition of NaiO does not play this role but modi-
fies mainly the packing of tetrahedra.

Our results indicate that in the case of BzOq, scattering
with TLS increases with Na2O addition and this is prob-
ably associated with a higher density of the TLS. In a
previous paper we observed through measurements of
thermal expansion that a linear term associated with TLS
increases with growing Na20 content. This agrees with
the interpretation of the decreasing quadratic conductivi-
ty.

Regarding the conductivity in the region 2—10 K it
may be pointed out that the "weakening" of the plateau
with increasing soda content may be qualitatively under-
stood in the following way: the plateau region has been
associated ' with a competition between the resonant
scattering of phonons with TLS (I ~ T ') and a relaxa-
tion process (I ~ T ). Then, it may be thought that the
stiffening of the 820' structure due to NaiO addition
weakens the possible relaxation processes so that resonant
scattering dominates up to higher temperatures. A simi-
lar behavior has been observed' with materials of varying
degrees of crystallinity.

In conclusion, the basic finding of our measurements is
that a qualitatively new trend of the thermal conductivity
appears through addition of Na20 to BzO& in contradis-
tinction to the influence of NaiO addition in Si02 glasses.
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